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Glioblastoma is a high-grade aggressive neoplasm characterised by significant

intra-tumoral spatial heterogeneity. Personalising therapy for this tumour

requires non-invasive tools to visualise its heterogeneity to monitor

treatment response on a regional level. To date, efforts to characterise

glioblastoma’s imaging features and heterogeneity have focussed on

individual imaging biomarkers, or high-throughput radiomic approaches that

consider a vast number of imaging variables across the tumour as a whole.

Habitat imaging is a novel approach to cancer imaging that identifies tumour

regions or ‘habitats’ based on shared imaging characteristics, usually defined

using multiple imaging biomarkers. Habitat imaging reflects the evolution of

imaging biomarkers and offers spatially preserved assessment of tumour

physiological processes such perfusion and cellularity. This allows for

regional assessment of treatment response to facilitate personalised therapy.

In this review, we explore different methodologies to derive imaging habitats in

glioblastoma, strategies to overcome its technical challenges, contrast

experiences to other cancers, and describe potential clinical applications.
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Introduction

Glioblastoma is the most common form of primary brain

cancer with a median survival of just 15 months (1). The

treatment outcome of this tumour has not changed in decades

and there are increasing efforts to personalize care for

glioblastoma patients. This includes novel strategies that

deliver intensified upfront treatment around the time of

diagnosis, such as preoperatively, to prevent the phenomenon

of rapid early progression, a strongly negative prognostic factor

(2, 3). These approaches could improve the treatment outcome

and require robust non-invasive tools to monitor treatment

response. For glioblastoma, this should be on a regional basis

given its significant spatial heterogeneity (4).

Intra-tumoral spatial heterogeneity is a well-recognised

phenomena in glioblastoma, especially at the genomic and

transcriptomic levels (5, 6). Studies utilising multiple regional

sampling have described spatially distinct expression of key driver

mutations including Epithelial Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR),

TP53 and neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), and also the presence

of at least two transcriptomic Verhaak classes within the same

tumour in up to 60% of cases (5). At the microscopic level, spatial

heterogeneity can also be appreciated by the presence of distinct

tumour niches, which are groups of cells localising to particular

regions within the tumour microenvironment. The perivascular

niche for example, includes endothelial cells in close proximity to

glioblastoma cancer stem cells (7). Tumour niches are

characterised by distinct gene expression patterns that could

influence response to treatment (8). On a macroscopic level,

there is currently no robust method to detect glioblastoma’s

spatial heterogeneity, which could otherwise aid patient

stratification for early time-point clinical trials for example.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used to guide

glioblastoma treatment including surgery and radiotherapy,

and could be used to monitor treatment response on a

regional basis. To date, most efforts utilising MRI data in

glioblastoma have focussed on radiomic approaches to extract

innumerable quantitative imaging metrics with less emphasis on

spatially relating these to the tumour microenvironment.

Habitat imaging is an emerging imaging technique to delineate

the tumour into distinct spatial regions with shared imaging

characteristics. These regions can be visualised and interrogated

longitudinally to characterise tumour regions and monitor their

treatment response (Figure 1).

Traditional approaches to delineating imaging habitats in

glioblastoma have considered regions based on their location on

structural MRI sequences (optimised for visualising brain

anatomy). For example, at least five habitats could be defined

by considering just two structural imaging sequences – T1 with

gadolinium and Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR):

the necrotic core, peri-necrotic enhancing rim, enhancing core,

enhancing rim and the ‘infiltrative zone’ defined by FLAIR
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hyperintensity in the absence of contrast enhancement (9, 10).

However, these regions are not always easy to segment and their

size is defined by arbitrary and subjective thresholds. The regions

themselves are also inherently heterogeneous – for example, the

non-enhancing FLAIR hyperintensity is a mixture of oedema

and infiltrative tumour with no clear delineation between them.

There is therefore a need for alternative methods of deriving

imaging habitats in glioblastoma.

In this review, we will provide an overview of the current status

of habitat imaging in glioblastoma, highlighting its potential use as a

non-invasive tool for more personalised treatment. We will explore

different methodologies to derive imaging habitats, strategies to

overcome its technical challenges, contrast experiences to other

cancers, and describe potential clinical applications.
Imaging biomarkers

A biomarker is defined as a characteristic that is measured as an

indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes or

responses to an exposure or intervention, including therapeutic

interventions (11). Imaging biomarkers are biomarkers that are

derived from clinical imaging sequences such as MRI. Examples of

conventional imaging biomarkers used in glioblastoma derived

from diffusion and perfusion MRI are listed in Table 1.

In addition to conventional imaging biomarkers, it is

possible to apply data-mining approaches to imaging data to

yield quantifiable data, under the theme of radiomics. Radiomics

typically produces a vast set of imaging features that are derived

from the tumour as a whole. This feature set is a distinct imaging

biomarker in its own right that is useful for aiding in diagnosis,

prognostication and predicting treatment response (13).

Although this may have advantages to histopathological

analysis by decreasing the likelihood of intraoperative under-

sampling by considering the tumour as a whole (14), it does not

typically relate imaging metrics to individual tumour regions.

Tumour subregion radiomic analyses have also focused on

relating radiomic features to patient related outcomes, relaying

little about the underlying tumour microenvironment limiting

its use in guiding novel treatment strategies (15). This limitation

of assessing regional response may be overcome by enhanced use

of conventional imaging biomarkers used in isolation/together.

Imaging biomarkers provide information about tumour

biological characteristics with varying specificity. In current

practice, imaging biomarkers are largely used in isolation,

which is advantageous given the simplicity of this approach.

However, there may be benefit in combining different

biomarkers using the additional and differential information

provided by considering their overlapping areas. In one study for

example, the positive predictive value (PPV) of relative cerebral

blood volume (rCBV; defined in Table 1), apparent diffusion

coefficient (ADC; defined in Table 1) and the FLAIR signal, to
frontiersin.org
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predict disease recurrence in glioblastoma was evaluated. The

PPV for recurrence was improved by considering the overlap of

high FLAIR, rCBV and low ADC (PPV = 31.9%), versus

individual biomarkers alone (PPV for rCBV = 21.6%) (16).
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Habitat imaging utilises imaging biomarkers to delineate

distinct spatial regions with homogenous biological and physical

characteristics within an individual tumour (17). This has specific

applications in glioblastoma as identification of more aggressive/
FIGURE 1

Clinical utility of habitat imaging in glioblastoma: assessment of changes pre and post-radiotherapy. This figure demonstrates the clinical utility
of habitat imaging in glioblastoma pre and post-radiotherapy. Top row – structural imaging (T1 with contrast) demonstrates no significant
changes in tumour anatomy. Middle two rows – diffusion and perfusion MRI scans demonstrate changes in tumour physiology with treatment
with a decrease in rCBV for example (red to yellow represents low to high values for each biomarker). Bottom row – imaging habitats map
where each voxel is labelled according to both rCBV and ADC values. This method produced 16 different habitats for this patient. After
radiotherapy, the biggest increase was in a habitat defined by low rCBV and low ADC (10.5% increase). The biggest decrease was in a habitat
defined by high rCBV and medium ADC (5.7% decrease). Habitats that are more resistant to treatment can be spatially visualised and offered
targeted therapy. RT, radiotherapy; T1C, T1 with contrast; rCBV, relative cerebral blood volume normalised to contralateral white matter; ADC,
apparent diffusion coefficient.
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treatment resistant habitats could enable locally targeted treatment,

such as targeted resection for hypoxic areas for example, that

correlate with a shorter survival (18). Habitat imaging could also

overcome limitations in the sensitivity of individual imaging

biomarkers in assessing and monitoring multiple physiological

processes, and provide a more accurate representation of the

tumour molecular profile non-invasively (19, 20).
Habitat imaging definition

Cancer exhibits marked spatial heterogeneity at the

anatomical, physiological and molecular levels (21). Imaging can
Frontiers in Oncology 04
be interrogated to visualize this spatial heterogeneity and identify

imaging habitats (17). Imaging habitats are tumour regions with

distinct imaging characteristics that arise from their unique

intrinsic cell populations and/or local environmental conditions.

Although individual imaging biomarkers could be used in theory

to define habitats, based on analysis of voxel signal intensity

distributions for example, it is more conventional to use the

term when tumour regions are defined using multiple imaging

biomarkers. Thus, for the purposes of this review, imaging habitats

will refer to tumour regions defined using multiple imaging

biomarkers. As each imaging biomarker assesses a different

aspect of tumour biology, a multiple biomarker approach also

increases the degree of tissue heterogeneity that can be assessed.
TABLE 1 Conventional imaging biomarkers in glioblastoma (12).

Imaging
biomarker

Details

Apparent
diffusion
coefficient
(ADC)

Measurement of inferred (‘apparent’ rather than actual) water diffusion with DWI. It is a measure of the relative decrease in the transverse
magnetization induced by additional dephasing and rephasing magnetic field gradients. Net dephasing and therefore signal loss is greater in freely
diffusive tissue. Quantitatively, the ADC is the slop of a line plotting the natural logarithm of the MRI signal (y-axis) per unit of applied magnetic field
strength (b-value plotted on x-axis; units mm2/s).

Mean diffusivity
(MD)

This is the magnitude of mean diffusion in a given voxel obtained with diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). ADC may not be uniform at all orientations.
MD is the average diffusivity from the three eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor. It is often regarded as an approximation of the overall ADC (units
mm2/s).

Fractional
anisotropy (FA)

DTI provides FA values which indicate the overall directionality of water diffusion within a voxel. FA is a scalar value between 0-1 that describes the
degree of anisotropy of the diffusion process. A value of zero means that diffusion is isotropic (i.e. equal in all directions, and the diffusion ellipsoid is
a sphere). A value of one means that diffusion is totally anisotropic (i.e. diffusion occurs only along one axis and is fully restricted along all other
directions).

Cerebral blood
volume (CBV)

CBV is the volume of blood in a given amount of brain tissue, most commonly millilitres of blood per 100 g of brain tissue. CBV can be calculated by
assessing the area under the concentration-time curve, which in turn can be generated from signal intensity-time curves generated using Dynamic
Contrast Enhanced (DCE) MRI (measuring T1 signal recovery) or Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast (DSC) MRI (measuring T2 signal loss),
respectively (units ml/100g).

Cerebral blood
flow (CBF)

Cerebral blood flow is the volume of blood passing through a given amount of brain tissue per unit of time, most commonly millilitres of blood per
minute per 100 g of brain tissue. Alternatively, one may express CBF in terms of flow per unit volume of brain tissue, thus in ml blood/min/100 ml
tissue.

Mean transit
time (MTT)

Mean transit time is the average period of time that blood spends within the blood vessels in a particular part of the brain (units seconds).

Volume transfer
constant (Ktrans)

Ktrans is the volume transfer constant for contrast agent between blood plasma and the tissue extravascular extracellular space (EES). Ktrans is derived
from a pharmacokinetic model and represents a mix of flow and permeability. It most commonly serves as a measure of permeability/vascular leak
under permeability-limited conditions (units min-1).

Rate constant
(kep)

kep determines the washout rate of contrast agent from the extravascular extracellular space back into the blood plasma (kep = Ktrans/ve; units min-1).

Extravascular
extracellular
space fractional
volume (ve)

ve is defined as the volume of the extravascular extracellular space (EES) per unit volume of tissue, and thus is a dimensionless number between 0 and
1. The parameter ve reflects the amount of “room” available within the tissue interstitium for accumulating contrast agent. Note that ve is different
from Ve, which represents the total volume of extravascular extracellular space in ml.

Fractional
plasma volume
(vp)

Represents the volume of blood plasma per unit volume of tissue (therefore unitless). It is derived from a pharmacokinetic model.

Native
longitudinal
relaxation rate
(R1N)

R1 is the longitudinal relaxation rate of the protons of tissue water (R1 = 1/T1). R1N is the baseline tissue R1 in the absence of the contrast agent. The
R1N measurement inversely reflects the free water content of tissue (units s-1).
This table provides an overview of the most commonly cited imaging biomarkers used in glioblastoma patients. Note that the prefix of ‘r’ before these imaging biomarkers represents
comparison to a reference region, that is usually the contralateral normal appearing brain parenchyma, but defined differently from study to study.
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Habitat imaging in glioblastoma:
Status and potential

Current experience

Several studies have investigated the potential of habitat

imaging for predicting relevant clinical endpoints in glioblastoma

(Table 2). Supplementary Figure 1 outlines the search strategy and

methodology used for this section. In general, there are two main

approaches to habitat imaging (Figure 2). The first (‘one step’)

involves using bioinformatics to cluster multi-dimensional imaging

biomarker datasets. In this approach, data from multiple imaging

biomarkers is combined into a common data table and clustering

methods such as hierarchical clustering are used to identify groups

(27, 30). The second approach involves two steps, in which data

from each individual biomarker is firstly split into data clusters and

multiple combinations of those clusters can be used to define

habitats (26).

The one step approach to deriving habitats is akin to clustering

across a genomic dataset. You et al. derived habitats using

hierarchical clustering in 21 glioblastoma patients and were able

to relate these to survival and tumour biology descriptively. They

found three main biomarker clusters that were named based on the

most clinically relevant biomarker of the group: ‘FLAIR’ cluster –

FLAIR, quantitative T1 and T2 signal, and ADC; MET cluster -

methionine positron emission tomography (MET PET; methionine

is an amino acid PET tracer that localises to metabolically active

tumour), CBV and KTrans (marker of permeability; defined in

Table 1); and diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) cluster – DWI

and fractional anisotropy (FA; defined in Table 1). The necrotic

core was represented by the FLAIR cluster, surrounded by the core

cellular component represented by both the FLAIR and DWI

clusters, in turn encircled by a metabolically active rim

represented by the methionine cluster. This method was therefore

able to capture a degree of glioblastoma’s heterogeneity. The clinical

utility of their method was limited in detecting tumour recurrence,

localised to the methionine cluster in only 5 out of 10 cases (27).

Other studies have also found utility in applying the one-step

approach. Juan-Albarracı́ n et al. developed an automated

method of habitat generation using gaussian mixture

modelling applied to rCBV and relative cerebral blood flow

(rCBF; defined in Table 1) to produce four habitats – two in the

enhancing core (high/low angiogenic) and two in the oedema

(infiltrated and vasogenic). They demonstrated that the median

rCBVmax or rCBFmax values in the high and low angiogenic

habitats were predictive of survival (35). These findings were

subsequently validated in a multi-centre study (30). This group

has made their technique to generate habitats into a standardised

and adaptable pipeline for other centres (36).

The two step approach to generating habitats is more

commonly used in the literature (16, 22–26, 28, 29, 34). The

first step of biomarker clustering itself can be done using simple
Frontiers in Oncology 05
methods, such as by dividing intensity values based on average

values/quartiles, or using machine learning methods. Habitats

are then visualised as the overlaps of individual biomarker

clusters. For example, Lee et al. used this approach in 74

glioblastoma patients from The Cancer Genome Atlas

(TCGA), using Gaussian mixture modelling to cluster

biomarkers (enhancement on T1 with contrast and FLAIR),

which were then used to produce four habitats. Spatial features

of these habitats were predictive of survival and had a high

sensitivity for predicting glioblastoma transcriptomic subtype –

highest for the proneural subtype with an area under curve value

of 93% (22).

Only few studies have attempted to relate habitats to specific

histological or molecular signatures (Table 2) (25, 26, 28, 29).

Dextraze et al. analysed 85 glioblastoma patients from TCGA,

and reported that the volume of a habitat localised to necrotic

regions was positively correlated with an upregulation in

Nuclear factor kappa B signaling, for example (26). Bailo et al.

is the only study that attempted to directly sample characterised

habitats (34). They studied 17 high grade glioma patients and

used the two step approach with three biomarkers: vp - plasma

volume (a DCE-MRI biomarker; defined in Table 1), mean

diffusivity (defined in Table 1) and uptake of a PET tracer that

localizes to hypoxic regions. They undertook multi-regional

tumour sampling and related habitats to histopathological

features. Although conclusions were difficult to draw in view

of the sample size, they identified habitats correlated with more

aggressive histological features such as high cellularity and

neovascularization (34).

In summary, current experience with habitat imaging in

glioblastoma has mostly focused on the prognostic value of the

technique applied to preoperative imaging and, in general,

correlating habitat frequencies with global tumour biological

features/molecular pathways. Existing studies have not explored

technical considerations that are of critical importance to habitat

imaging and its validation, including derivation method,

biomarker selection, imaging acquisition parameters and tissue

sampling. These will be explored in the following sections to

provide a framework for future studies.
Technical considerations

There are several technical considerations of relevance to

habitat imaging.

One versus two step approach. Habitat generation has been

described using two main methods (Figure 2). The one step

approach clusters data from multiple imaging biomarkers

directly, whereas the two step approach has an intermediate

clustering step for each imaging biomarker selected. Both

techniques are dependent on accurate image registration,

which refers to the process of aligning different MRI scans.

Quantitative maps represent imaging biomarker values on each
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 2 Continued

Paper Patients Imaging habitats Survival/progression Histopathology Molecular

Biomarker
clustering

Habitat
generation

Otsu thresholding
to identify high/
low regions of
each biomarker in
enhancing tumour
or oedema

Multiple overlaps between
clusters – 8 habitats
possible

Habitats with high Vp/high FAZA
uptake (regardless of MD)
correlated with hyperplastic vessels
and cellularity with low rate of
necrosis.
Largest volumetric representation
was by ‘less aggressive’ habitats
comprising low Vp/low FAZA
uptake. These correlated with low
cellularity and no signs of
necrosis/angiogenesis.

Investigated oedema region only. Determined
optimal number of K-means clusters using
elbow plot method. Performed K-means
clustering and produced 4 habitats.

Defined high risk habitat in
oedema region based on
radiomic features. This habitat
improved performance of cox
regression model of overall
survival.

High risk habitat not
correlated with MGMT
methylation status

oblastoma. T1 + C, T1 with contrast; FLAIR, Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery; ADC, Apparent Diffusion Coefficient; DWI, Diffusion Weighted Imaging; FA,
ission tomography; FAZA PET, 8F-labeled fluoroazomycinarabinoside PET, localises to hypoxic regions; EPT, Electrical Properties Tomography imaging.
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Bailo 2022
Milan, Italy
(34)

High grade
gliomas
(including 12
glioblastomas)

Preoperative Vp
MD
FAZA PET

NR

Yang 2022
Xi’an,
China
(9)

Glioblastoma
(test cohort of
122,
validation
cohort of 65
patients)

Preoperative T1
T1+C
T2
FLAIR

Yes

This table summarises data from 15 studies that have performed habitat imaging in gl
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pixel (instead of signal intensity) and are produced from MRI

sequences to which they are inherently aligned (e.g. an ADC/

rCBV image is aligned to the DWI/dynamic susceptibility

contrast MRI from which it was derived, respectively). When

biomarker values are extracted from a three-dimensional image

to a two-dimensional table of data for clustering, they are done

so in pixel-order (i.e. from one edge of the image to the other),

which will differ from sequence to sequence due to differences in

resolution and therefore the number of potential ‘rows of data’.

In order to correct for this, image registration is performed to

spatially align and transform two images, but this results in

distortion of individual values. The newly aligned images will

include pixel values that were not present in the original data-set

but derived from neighbouring values through interpolation

(37). It is not ideal to register the whole quantitative map

therefore as it creates artificial data values and can amplify

artifacts, but this has been universally done in studies utilising

the one step approach to habitat imaging (34). A workaround is

to use multiple imaging biomarkers from the same MRI

sequence – such as with dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE)

MRI (demonstrated in Figure 2 – top panel). DCE-MRI offers a
Frontiers in Oncology 09
multitude of imaging biomarkers that can assess several aspects

of brain tumour physiology including vessel permeability

(KTrans), vascularity (vp - plasma volume), blood flow and cell

density (ve - extravascular extracellular space) (38). These have

been validated for use in other brain tumours such as vestibular

schwannomas (38), though DCE-MRI is under-utilised in

glioblastoma literature (39). Another solution is to use the two

step approach, which clusters each biomarker individually prior

to habitat generation. Registration is done on clustered data

which minimises the effect of extreme/artifactual values (which

would otherwise be present in the up-scaled, registered data at a

higher frequency). It is also predominantly the edge voxels

between different clusters that are affected by spatial

transformation steps. A comparison between the one and two

step techniques is required in future studies.

Biomarker choice. A significant limitation of most existing

studies is their reliance on imaging biomarkers derived from

non-quantitative, structural MRI sequences (e.g. T1- and T2-

weighted MRI). These sequences were developed for

visualisation of gross anatomy and for this purpose, there is a

high degree of consistency in brain structural morphology (40).
FIGURE 2

Habitat imaging methods in glioblastoma. This figure provides an overview of the two main approaches to deriving imaging habitats utilising
local preoperative data from 12 patients with glioblastoma undergoing surgery. (A) one step approach: a multi-dimensional dataset can be
produced utilising multiple imaging biomarkers from the same MRI acquisition (to avoid interpolation/registration errors), in this case Dynamic
Contrast Enhanced (DCE) MRI. Data from R1N – defined in Table 1 and three DCE-MRI imaging biomarkers (Ktrans, vp and ve) were input into a
machine learning K-means clustering algorithm to produce four distinct imaging habitats, that were distinct on Principal Component Analysis
(PCA; right). A disadvantage of this approach is its ‘black-box’ nature, such that it is not straightforward to define each habitat for prospective
validation. (B) Two step approach: this step first requires clustering of individual imaging biomarkers, in this case ADC and rCBV (left). Each pixel
is then assigned to a habitat based on its ADC/rCBV cluster, with multiple cluster combinations defining each habitat (grey box). The advantage
of this approach is that imaging biomarkers from different MRI acquisitions (e.g. diffusion and perfusion MRI) can be utilised. It is also easier to
define each habitat as the definition of each is derived from its individual ADC/rCBV cluster composition. This approach therefore allows for
prospective validation with pre-defined cluster thresholds.
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However, their signal intensity values are affected by hardware

factors, such as magnetic field strength inhomogeneity, head

placement within the receiver coil, image intensity scaling

factors and image acquisition parameters (41). It is difficult to

completely negate these effects or correct them using a

normalisation step (41). Habitats derived from functional MRI

sequences (e.g. diffusion/perfusion) have demonstrated the

greatest external validity and this approach should therefore be

favoured (30). The functional imaging biomarkers to consider

for habitat generation depend on the purpose of the exercise. If

this is a clinical aim, such as the identification of treatment-

resistant habitats, then robust biomarkers of cellularity and

perfusion are important. The imaging biomarkers should also

be readily available across centres to allow external validation/

adoption. In this case, we hypothesise that ADC, rCBV and

KTrans are good candidates to further explore, given their

sensitivity to treatment-related change and widespread use (42).

Biomarker calculation. The calculation method is an

important consideration for functional imaging biomarkers.

For example, the numerical value of DCE-MRI biomarkers

such as KTrans can vary in the same dataset depending on the

pharmacokinetic model used, due to different underlying

physiological assumptions (43). For DCE-MRI analysis in

glioblastoma, an extended Toft’s model is usually employed

that models contrast leakage between intra/extravascular tissue

compartments, modified ( ‘extended ’) for appropriate

contribution of the intravascular compartment (44). This can

be combined with new processing techniques such as the Legatos

method, described and validated by our group, which combines

high temporal and high spatial resolution DCE-MRI data, to

facilitate habitat imaging (used for Figure 2 top panel) (38, 45).

Different model assumptions also also apply to diffusion-derived

biomarkers such as ADC, which can be defined using a mono-

exponential model (fits a straight line through a graph of signal

intensity versus b-values - usually 0 and 1000 s/mm2; b-values

denote the strength of the magnetic field gradient applied in

diffusion MRI studies) and more complex exponential models

(fits a more complex function involving multiple b-values), with

the latter typically producing more accurate results (46).

However, to date, studies using ADC for habitat imaging have

used monoexponential models (16, 27). The Quantitative

Imaging Biomarkers Alliance (QIBA) is an ongoing effort that

aims to produce standards for use of specialist imaging such as

diffusion/perfusion MRI in clinical and research environments

(47). This work could help to standardise biomarker calculation

methods, which are currently diverse, poorly understood and

not robustly validated (47). As an example, although rCBV is

frequently cited in glioblastoma literature, the variation in how it

is derived is often not acknowledged. Indeed, it can be derived

from dynamic susceptibility contrast enhanced MRI (DSC-MRI)

using almost any major imaging analysis software package

(including FMRIB Software Library, 3D slicer©, Matlab© and

Osirix©) and each uses a different calculation method (48). In
Frontiers in Oncology 10
general, we recommend utilisation of robust biomarker

calculation methods that are amenable to external uptake and

therefore validation.

Image acquisition. Habitat generation requires a relatively

high spatial resolution. This should be small enough with respect

to the size of the tumour to avoid partial volume effects, which

occur with larger voxel sizes (i.e. thicker MRI slices) that average

MR signal from multiple tissue components included in each

voxel (49). However, there is a trade-off between spatial

resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is needed

for accurate estimation of imaging biomarker values on a voxel-

level, like ADC and Ktrans (47, 50). The SNR is proportional to

voxel volume as larger voxels contain a higher number of

protons that subsequently produce a greater MR signal (49).

The imaging time must also be considered, as longer durations

can result in motion artifacts. Initiatives like QIBA provide

guidance for the acquisition of quantitative imaging

biomarkers and the use of such MR acquisition parameters

would allow a more robust comparison of habitats across

centres, especially in the case of multi-centre tissue sampling

(47). Scan angulation is another important consideration for the

two step approach to remain consistent between functional and

anatomical sequences (50). Where data from multiple

acquisitions is being utilised, if scan angulations are not

aligned, then potentially all data will be resampled and

interpolated during image registration. In summary, habitat

imaging requires a relatively high spatial resolution (2-3.5mm

slice thickness in our experience) that preserves the SNR, and

utilises sequences with relatively consistent angulation to

structural sequences.

Individual versus group level data. This is of particular

relevance to glioblastoma given its significant inter-patient

heterogeneity. The techniques described above consider

imaging biomarker data on an individual patient level.

Biomarker clustering is performed using threshold values

defined per patient, rather than the larger group. This is

largely because they utilize structural MRI sequences alone,

which are not validated for scaled comparisons between

patients. However, for quantitative imaging biomarkers, this is

an important consideration for glioblastoma given its significant

inter-patient heterogeneity. In our previous meta-analysis for

example, the mean tumoral blood flow relative to normal

appearing white matter across glioblastoma patients in the

literature varied from 1.6-7.9 (39). To demonstrate the

importance of group-level data, Figure 3 demonstrates

differences in ADC thresholds when clustering is performed at

the individual patient versus group level. The advantage of

group-level definitions is that they allow for reproducibility

across both retrospective and prospective datasets. Group-level

definitions should therefore be utilised in future studies.

Machine learning. Unsupervised machine learning

techniques can be used for clustering purposes. Studies have

used two main approaches:
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• Imaging sciences approaches: Otsu thresholding

analyses the distribution of pixel intensity values to

de t e rmine thr e sho ld va lue ( s ) to max imi s e

discrimination between (usually two) pixel classes (51).

This has been utilised in studies using structural as well

as quantitative MRI sequences (25, 28, 34). Both

commercial and open-source software packages are

also capable of applying predetermined thresholds to

automatically segment a region of interest into different

classes. For example, the open-source FMRIB’s

Automated Segmentation Tool (‘FAST’) can segment

brain images into white matter, grey matter and

cerebrospinal fluid (52). Although this tool was used in

one study investigating glioblastoma habitats, it is not

designed to segment tumour regions (24). These

techniques are usually applied to individual MRI

sequences and do not therefore account for inter-

patient heterogeneity.

• Classical approaches: k-means clustering separates data

into clusters by iteratively allocating data points to
tiers in Oncology 11
cluster ‘centroids’ (numerical points that represent a

group of adjacent data points) and updating centroids

to minimise the sum of squared distances between data

points and corresponding cluster centroids to which

they are assigned. This algorithm is very simple and

efficient, but sensitive to extreme values, given its

reliance on the mean for centroids. It also requires the

user to specify the number of clusters required (53).

Most existing studies using k-means clustering to

generate habitats have not described how the number

of clusters (i.e. habitats) was determined (26). This

typically requires additional analysis such as the within

cluster sum-of-squared or ‘Elbow plot’ method (54).

This method plots the number of clusters (x-axis)

against the sum of squared distance between each

point and the centroid (y-axis). The optimal number

of clusters is the point of maximal ‘bend’ or ‘elbow’ (33,

54). Gaussian mixture modelling clusters data by

identifying gaussians (i.e. normal distributions) within

the data distribution and it can perform hard or soft
FIGURE 3

The importance of considering group level data during clustering. This figure demonstrates the necessity of combining patient data for
clustering. The top panel shows preoperative ADC data from 12 glioblastoma patients after clustering, demonstrating a histogram with a smooth
gaussian shape. The bottom panel shows the results of clustering when data from only one individual patient is considered, revealing a more
irregular histogram and different cut off values for each cluster. Corresponding cluster regions are displayed visually on the left of each panel.
This technical consideration is of particular importance as it has implications for prospective habitat generation in validation cohorts, which is
dependent on robust predefined cut offs.
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clustering of data to different gaussians (53). The

presence of multiple gaussians is therefore an

assumption of this technique, which may not be

accurate. For example, Figure 3 shows only one

smooth ADC gaussian when data from all patients is

considered. Hierarchical clustering groups together

datapoints based on local proximity (53). This method

has only been applied to individual patient data rather

than group-level data, for which it was designed (27).
In summary therefore, the use of machine learning

techniques to generate imaging habitats in glioblastoma

requires further evaluation using robust methodology. In

particular, studies should justify the number of clusters

selected, rather than basing this figure on an arbitrary value.

The role of machine learning techniques should also be clarified

through comparison to simpler techniques such as ‘binning’ of

data-values into clusters based on quartile or mean values.

Deep-learning. Deep learning (DL) is a subfield of machine

learning that is capable of learning which features are most

relevant for classification/clustering problems. It is classically

described in three stages (55, 56):
1. Input of labelled training data – this is high-dimensional

data, which has been assigned labels manually. For

example, for a tumour segmentation task, this may be

pixels assigned as tumour or brain.

2. Development of neural network – this comprises an

input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output

layer. In simple terms, the input is mathematically

mapped to the output by a series of functions

(contained in hidden layers) that try to model the

relationship between the two. In imaging research, a

‘convolutional’ neural network (CNN) is typically used

which applies an additional convolution function (also

referred to as a kernel) to the input to provide an

estimation of spatial relationships (55).

3. Validation of neural network – this step utilises an

additional validation dataset to validate the neural

network that has been developed.
DL can be implemented in habitat imaging pipelines in at

least three ways:
1. Tumour segmentation: habitat imaging requires

accurate three-dimensional delineation of the tumour

and/or peritumoral oedema, to allow precise monitoring

of longitudinal changes and treatment planning (57).

Manual segmentation is time consuming and subjective,

even in expert hands, with a high inter-rater variability.

This was best illustrated in the Multimodal Brain
tiers in Oncology 12
Tumour Image Segmentation Benchmark (BRATS)

challenge, which compared glioma segmentation

algorithms against expert labelling. The authors found

a high degree of disagreement between human raters

(58). Approaches utilising a CNN can achieve/exceed

performance of experts. For example, in habitat

imaging, the ONCOhabitats algorithm proposed by

Juan- Albarracı́ n et al. utilises an initial segmentation

step incorporating a CNN. The authors developed this

utilising 210 high grade glioma scans from the BRATS

dataset, basing segmentation on structural sequences

(T1 pre and post gadolinium, T2-weighted and FLAIR-

MRI). Their method achieved a high sensitivity of up to

87% for whole tumour, and very high specificity of 99%

for all tumour regions (enhancing tumour/oedema/

whole tumour) (36).

2. Pharmacokinetic model fitting: this is of relevance to

techniques such as DCE-MRI. Traditionally, a non-

linear least square (NLLS) method is used to fit

pharmacokinetic models to the four-dimensional data

obtained from DCE-MRI (i.e. 3D volumes acquired

serially with time). DL methods such as CNN can

produce more precise parameter estimates with less

noise, although they are also prone to systematic

errors (59).

3. Habitat generation: a difficulty in using DL for habitat

generation in glioblastoma is its reliance on labelled data

and as a result, DL has not yet been used for this

purpose. A comprehensive reference resource with

labelled habitats would facilitate the development of

robust DL methods for habitat generation (see

Discussion).
In summary, DL is an evolving and exciting field, whose

methodology could be incorporated into the first arm of habitats

pipeline to allow semi-automated tumour segmentation.

However, at present, experience with DL is limited and its role

remains to be defined.

Habitat volume and sampling. This factor is of particular
clinical relevance to validate habitat methodology. In theory, any

number of imaging biomarkers can be clustered and combined

to produce habitats. However, an increasing number of

biomarkers and biomarker clusters decreases the habitat

volume limiting the possibility to cross validate the habitat

with tumour sampling. Furthermore, the conceptual meaning

of habitats may decrease the more biomarkers are used to define

them. Bailo et al. utilised image-guided biopsies to sample

habitats derived from three biomarkers clustered into two

categories each (low/high). However, only 19/31 biopsies they

performed contained a single habitat, whereas others contained

multiple habitats (34). This would suggest that even fewer
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biomarkers should be utilised to allow a large enough volume to

allow accurate histological sampling. In the context of

glioblastoma, this should be at least 1 mm3, which is the

minimum volume of a brain biopsy (60). In reality, the

sampled area is likely to be even larger than this and therefore,

without adjusting habitat size, sampling of tissue will include

multiple habitats that will confound results. Relating habitats to

autopsy specimens should be avoided as these may be obtained

several months after the imaging study and sampled areas can be

much larger than habitat (24). As habitat samples are likely to be

small, efforts must be taken to preserve tumour cell viability.

This includes transporting them on dry ice and fixing/snap

freezing samples at the earliest possible convenience (61). An

alternative strategy to validating habitats, as utilised in other

cancers, relates to correlation with metabolic imaging such as

PET, although this less widely available (62). In summary, for

heterogenous tumours like glioblastoma, habitat sampling and

validation is important to guide the development of

personalised therapy.

These technical considerations highlight the need for future

studies to evaluate divergent methodologies that are not fully

explored, to provide reproducible habitats across centres.
Clinical application

A robust and reproducible method of defining glioblastoma

habitats has several clinical applications.

Tumour sampling. Habitat guided tumour sampling is

possible as habitat maps can be imported into conventional

neuronavigation software used in neurosurgical planning (34).

This software is capable of image registration but is optimised

for structural and functional MRI sequences. To avoid registration

errors in this specialist setting, it is therefore important for the final

habitat output map to be registered to a structural MRI sequence

(typically T1 post gladolinium) prior to its export into

neuronavigation software. It can then be used to direct surgical

sampling. The location of intra-operative biopsies can be mapped

back to MRI scans using the FMRIB Software Library’s upcoming

Tensor Imaging Registration Library (TIRL) tool, which can act as

a bridge between imaging and histopathology (79). Habitat-guided

tumour sampling has the potential to reduce spatial heterogeneity

between acquired specimens. Furthermore, in glioblastoma

patients undergoing biopsy alone, which comprise around 40%

of all cases (63), the tumoral yield could be increased by targeting

more cellular habitats - with lower ADC values for example. This is

also potentially advantageous for genomic sequencing analyses.

Treatment resistant habitats could also be sampled, especially in

the case of multi-focal and ‘butterfly’ glioblastomas (that cross the

corpus callosum) where a surgical target for biopsy is not

always clear.
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Diagnostics. Habitat imaging provides an additional tool for

radiologists to define a lesion’s imaging signature, which could

aid diagnostics. This is of particular relevance at present given

the increasing emphasis on early time point interventions for

newly-diagnosed glioblastoma, including preoperative therapies,

which may require imaging diagnosis alone (2). As an example,

PreOperative Brain Irradiation in Glioblastoma (POBIG -

NCT03582514) is an ongoing phase I trial (led by the senior

author of this review) that will evaluate the safety and feasibility

of preoperative radiotherapy in newly-diagnosed glioblastoma

patients based on imaging diagnosis alone (64). Confirmation of

diagnosis is of critical importance in preoperative treatment

studies and some have implemented a first step of a pre-

resection tumour biopsy to offset the risk of a misdiagnosis (65).

Targeted treatment. The habitat profile of a tumour may

correlate with key molecular changes such as O6-methylguanine-

DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) promotor methylation, which

could non-invasively aid the selection of patients for future

neoadjuvant trials (2, 66). In addition, interventional approaches

would benefit from prior knowledge of habitats that have

associated aggressive histopathological tumour signatures such

hypoxia. Notably, this cancer hallmark is present both

microscopically in tumour niches around palisading necrotic

regions, but also macroscopically, in hypoperfused areas such as

the peri-necrotic rim (8, 67). Treatment-resistant habitats could be

targeted with regional dose-boost radiotherapy and/or surgical

resection, such as in the case of butterfly lesions where there is

discrepancy in surgical decision making (68). This is an important

area to explore given the negative results from dose escalation

based on structural imaging and the ongoing attempts to improve

the outcome by escalating the dose in tumour areas identified on

functional imaging (69–71). Habitat-guided radiotherapy dose

boost is already being prospectively evaluated in prostate cancer

(72). Dynamic assessment of habitat treatment response offers a

more personalised approach that allows intensification of

treatment only when required, on a regional basis (Figure 1).
Discussion

Habitat imaging in glioblastoma has several potential clinical

benefits and applications but there remain a number of technical

challenges. Based on the imaging biomarker roadmap, suitable

data does not currently exist to evaluate this strategy towards

validation and more robust data is required (11).

Existing studies that have derived imaging habitats in

glioblastoma patients and studied their associated histological/

molecular characteristics are not comprehensive or sufficiently

robust (26, 34). There are multiple technical considerations of

relevance to both the process of imaging habitat generation and

subsequent histological validation, that require further study.
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The methodology employed to generate imaging habitats should

offer low variation/high repeatability within the same patient in

the absence of clinical change when imaging is performed

longitudinally. Such repeatability depends on the underlying

imaging biomarkers selected and has been demonstrated for

quantitative imaging biomarkers derived from diffusion and

perfusion MRI (73, 74).

Habitat volume is a key challenge that should be overcome

prior to histological validation. Multiple habitat inclusion in image-

guided biopsies can lead to non-specific results. For example, the

usual inverse correlation between mean diffusivity and cellularity

was not observed in the study by Bailo et al., in which over one third

of biopsies contained multiple habitats (34). Better characterisation

of the biology of habitats could also pave the way for DL techniques

to optimize habitat generation. As reviewed above, DL techniques

depend on labelled data points. A comprehensive investigation that

spatially links histopathological features (e.g. cellularity, perfusion

and necrosis) to multi-modal imaging would allow a CNN to be

trained that can provide parameter maps relating to these features.

This step is of primary importance towards translation and clinical

use of habitat imaging, which is otherwise time consuming and

reliant on specialist software/expertise.

Habitat imaging in other cancer types including breast,

prostate and sarcoma has reached histological or preclinical

validation, and even clinical use (62, 72, 75). Some experiences

have utilised additional strategies to those reviewed above that

merit discussion. Xing et al. described an initial step of

qualitatively defining five habitats based on radiologists’

assessment of T2/diffusion weighted MRI in 18 patients with

biopsy-proven soft tissue sarcoma. As a second step, they then

utilised gaussian mixture modelling to create quantitative

definitions that described the probability of a pixel belonging

to one of these specific habitats. This approach identified a

validated necrotic habitat that correlated well with preoperative

fluorodeoxyglucose-(FDG)-PET, which increased after

preoperative radiotherapy (62). Another approach utilised in a

preclinical sarcoma mouse model involves registering fine cut

tissue sections to multiparametric imaging, to identify imaging

signatures predictive of specific histologically defined habitats

(76). This is challenging in glioblastoma patients as it requires

en-bloc resection, which is only feasible in limited locations

within the brain and in most cases will not capture infiltrative

components of the tumour periphery (77), or the availability of

temporally correlated post-mortem specimens. However, unlike

experiences in glioblastoma patients, both of these strategies

limit the number of imaging habitats to those apparent clinically.

Understanding the biological meaning of habitats is of

direct clinical importance and experience in prostate cancer

has demonstrated its value. Stoyanova et al. defined habitats

based on DCE/ADC MRI and correlated them with Gleason

scores on finely cut prostate cancer sections. Their prior work

had identified thresholds based on DCE/ADC that correlated
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with higher Gleason scores. They identified a habitat that

correlated well with a Gleason score of ≥7, representing

increased likelihood of cancerous tissue, with an area under

curve of 0.8. This habitat is now being prospectively targeted

with regional dose boost radiotherapy in a phase II randomised

trial (72).

A limitation of concepts presented in this work is reliance on

relatively small studies with largely un-validated methodologies.

There is wide scope for refinement and validation of imaging

habitat techniques in glioblastoma patients specifically given that

firstly, multiparametric MRI is a standard of care, and secondly that

MRI-guided surgery is routine in the brain (78). Future studies

should therefore focus on histologically validating robustly-derived

imaging habitats. A generic limitation of studies in other cancer

types is the lack of real-time tissue sampling from habitats and

reliance on registration of histological sections with imaging. This is

not always reliable, given the gantry angle of MRI machines and

potential for tissue distortion during slice extraction

and preparation.
Conclusion

Habitat imaging is a relatively novel concept that reflects

the evolution of imaging biomarkers, to potentially offer a

superior means to assess tumour biology and response to

treatment in glioblastoma. At present, literature is limited

and further studies are required to both robustly generate and

validate this technique. This is an important area of research

given the multiple clinical applications of habitat imaging

that could facilitate more personalised therapy Glioblastoma.

Future studies should investigate clustering techniques

(machine learning vs. simpler strategies), choice of imaging

biomarkers, habitat reproducibility/external validity and

means to histologically validate findings, towards the

common goal of identifying strategies to overcome

treatment-resistance of habitat defined regions.
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